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STRUCTRE

Outline of the paper 
issues handled
methodology

data

findings

Some comments



THE PAPER

its attention is toward P4P and the impact that the funding 
will have if the simple attribution is based on the outcome 
‘mortality’

the aim it so highlight how P4P can stimulate increased 
‘quality and safety’ rather than ‘reward’ the apparent result

lacks insight in the way P4P is used in Norway 



Data/Methodology

Look at Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI): population 18 and over, 
discharged from hospital with AMI as main diagnose in 2009, and the 
mortality within 30 days.

excluding the one with related admission in previous 365 days

in the analysis is assessed the risk profile by considering
comorbidities (hospital admission and prescribed medicines in previous 
365  data)
socio economic status (income, fortune, disability pension and education)
type of infarction: STEMI and non-STEMI 

unclear what they referred to exactly and how the different 
STEMI weights have been used/assessed

travel distance



Data/Methodology

logistic regression of 30 days mortality

AUC-values (area under the curve)

PCI (?precutaneos coronary intervention-stent?) / CABG (coronary artery 
bypass surgery)

(unclear in which table this information is provided)













FINDINGS

age, gender, comorbidities, type of infarction and travel time are relevant

the mortality differences almost disappear

socioeconomic factors, not so relevant

IF the above is not accounted: ‘incorrect allocation of resources’

suggest the need to account for rehabilitation and follow up controls



SOME OBSERVATIONS

while the paper indicates the discussion of budget reallocation, this is 
marginally discussed. The title gives the impression that discussion of budget 
determination are at the centre of the paper... This area of the paper needs to 
be extended



The sections of the papers need to be extended, making more explicit the 
meaning of some sentences. The flow among sections need to be expanded as 
well.

there are some language mistakes,

some acronymous are not specified (PCI) or misspelled (RUC instead of 
AUC?)

more information could have been provided 
for example on the total number of hospitals, their catchment area and 
resident population,...
the text could make clearer reference to the relevant information on the 
tables
some tables could be split in independent tables where only a specific 
condition is assessed, for example STEMI/non-STEMI



some data seem unclear how it has been structured: 

groups 90+, while in the table we have 80+

there is a 5 year age group analyses that is not provided in the document



?

Are the parameters considered the relevant one, 
or should other factors be included?

what is the impact of the household composition? (leaving alone? with 
partner/child(ren)? in a residential accommodation?..)

this might impact the after-care, the timing of intervention,...


